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Have Us Walking on SunshineHave Us Walking on Sunshine

-Kathy L.

"I use the roll-on for targeted

pain from tendinitis,

stretched ligaments,

degenerative disc disease, 

bee stings, & fire ant bites. It

promotes FAST healing! "

"I was in excruciating

pain and could hardly get

out of bed most days. With

just a minimal amount, I

am now able to function

in my daily life."

"These gummies have helped

with my anxiety and

depression greatly. I have

been able to significantly

decrease my prescribed pain

meds due to your products."

"I cannot start my day

without the nano blend.

I've never been more

focused."

-Beth S. -Blair B. -Anonymous

"I had a surgery that had gone wrong and was being

prescribed 160 Vicodin per month. Since I've been using

CVF products, I am down to zero." -Mona
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This month we're shining a spotlight on our customers and what they're saying about
CVF products! Hearing the positive feedback and the life-changing differences that

our products have made in the lives of our customers creates our passion to burn
stronger. This is the driving force behind what we do.



Cedar Valley's new Salon Project provides informative screen displays to salons selling CVF
products to help educate clients on product details. This entertaining and educational resource
allows staff to remain confident in what they're selling, increases sales smoothly, all while the

stylists remain focused on their salon priorities.

Picture this screen 

in your salon 

or business!

Continual product info
cycling through the
screen during appt

alleviates pressure from
the stylist so she can stay

focused on her client. 

Attractive images &
graphics seen at checkout
can spark clients' interest
in the CVF products sold
in your salon, which helps

generate easy sales. 

Engaging material and  
real product reviews are

entertaining while
waiting and can initiate
productive and educated

conversation at the chair. 

Selling SolutionsSelling Solutions
at the Salonat the Salon
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30-Count 
CBD Gummies

Discount Code!

Whether dad needs help in
the day or the night, you
can choose the solution

that's just right with our
CBD Full-Spec Gummies! 

Use Code: SUMMER15 at
checkout to enjoy 15% off this

$120 value! 
Shop Exclusive June Packages

at cvfarms.co now!

Consider Dad's Day ShoppingConsider Dad's Day Shopping  
a Done Deal!a Done Deal!

Relief Topical

FREE 
Wagyu Jerky

Let's face it; dads do a
lot of hard work! 

Ease dad's sore muscles
with our 1500 MG CBD

Relief Topical!

Solve Dad's Snack Attack! This
June Bundle includes a FREE
package of Beef by Chuck's

Wagyu Beef Jerky! Sure to be
the best Dad's ever had!

To: 

#1 Dad

Let Cedar Valley Farms be your one-stop-shop for your dad this Father's Day (or
anyone else all month long!) Our Exclusive June Package is just right for all kinds

of dads! This package is bundled with everything you need to relax this summer
including a FREE scrumptious snack! Check out the details below!




